PALADIN

Cyber

Cyber Risk
Assessment Report
Informed clients take action.
Present an automated, instant risk report
with every quote to create ready buyers.

P R O B L E M

S TAT E M E N T

Every type of small business, regardless of industry, needs to be aware of the dangers of cybersecurity threats.
Cybercriminals are constantly modifying their techniques, which means it’s more important than ever to have a
cybersecurity plan. The increase of employees working from home are exposing vulnerabilities in many company’s
infrastructures.

A L A R M I N G

S TAT S

22%

of small and medium-sized businesses have suffered a security
breach due to a remote worker since March 2020.

70%

of small businesses experience cyber attacks, and without a
cybersecurity plan, they run the risk of going out of business.

60%

of small businesses that experience a data breach or cyber attack
close within 6 months.

B U S I N E S S

G O A L S

Raise awareness for the small business owner of the vulnerabilities and the risks they are exposed to and how
our tools keep them protected.

P R O J E C T

1.

businesses stay in business.

“

“

It is our company mission to help small

G O A L S

CONVEY ACTIONABLE INFORMATION IN CONTEXT
Put findings in context and provide all of the necessary information so that the user can act based on the
report. Include information on what’s at stake financially based on your current risk posture.

2.

KEEP KEY FINDINGS CONCISE
Summarize critical findings and present an overall risk level.

3.

MAKE THE LANGUAGE CLEAR FOR A NON-TECHNICAL AUDIENCE
Avoid jargon and overly technical language for reports being shown to executives and areas of the
business outside of cybersecurity. Use a risk score to make key findings and recommendations easier
to understand.

4.

RELATE FINDINGS TO CYBER RISK
Risk-based reporting is the approach that’s best suited to reducing the organization’s actual exposure to
cyber threats. Following a risk-based approach can help everyone in the organization focus on the most
significant issues. Framing risk in business terms can help executives and leaders to understand the
ramifications of the findings.
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C O M P E T I T O R S

R E S E A R C H

Performing a competitive analysis is one of the earliest
research steps in the UX design process.
This method provides strategic insights into the
features, functions, flows, and feelings evoked by the
design solutions of the competitors.
By understanding these facets of competitors’ products,
we can strategically design your solution with the goal
of making a superior product and/or experience.
This will help orient the team and the stakeholders to
the competitive landscape and give us an idea of what
user experiences are standard for the market that we
are designing for.

Here we can see a cyber risk security report provided by
one of the main competitors of the company - Coalition.
Some of the weaknesses that have been identified are
- poor design and lack of branding
- no explanations for the regular person to understand
what each section represents
- no instructions on how to fix the issues presented

Our Solution: Risk Assessment Report
This assessment evaluates cybersecurity risk using data-driven, objective, and publicly
available metrics together with Paladin’s proprietary claims data. The findings and
recommendations in this report are intended to help proactively identify, quantify, and
manage cybersecurity risk.
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Cyber Risk Assessment Report
REPORT CRAFTED FOR COMPANY_NAME
Copy & Share the report:
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DNS Results →

High Risk means that hackers have multiple
ways to compromise your systems and data.
Take action today and prevent that from happening. Schedule a
consultation with our experts and let them help you set up your deffence.

COMPANY_NAME

High Risk
O F

C Y B E R

Book Consultation

AT TA C K

Vulnerabilties
We ran a quick, automated scan of your tech infrastructure to mimic research and attack methods used by hackers.
Here’s the vulnerabilities that can be easily uncovered and exploited by malicious actors.
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C R I T I C A L

R I S K S

We like to think of cyber security threats as being highly technical, difficult to perpetrate and somehow beyond our
understanding. In reality, cyber risk is mostly an operational or team management issue, rather than an IT problem.
The most common method of successful attack has always been through employee error.
In the report we present the most common problems that are caused by untrained employees and we explain in plain language
how we can help you.

PROBLEM : WHAT COULD HAPPEN

SOLUTION : HOW TO PROTECT YOUR ORGANIZATION?
Companies need to make sure their employees are part of their plan to build cyber resiliency.

Phishing
Phishing Emails Are The #1 Threat To Your Business.Just 1 Phishing email can lead to massive costs often
Inbox
Protection
reaching the hundreds of thousands, plus Ransomware, Identity Theft and Data Breaches.
Our proprietary artificial intelligence model analyzes the sender information,
Phishing is on the rise. A 350% increase of the phishing emails hasphishing,
been noticed
since
the
beginning
of
the
ransomware, and wire transfer fraud.
year.
This feature will warn users of danger before they make a mistake.

Data Breach
A data breach exposes confidential, sensitive, or protected information
to
an
unauthorized
person.
Browser Protection

create
and
modifyattack
websites
to steal information and distribute malici
Recent statistics show that around 60% of SMBs forced to suspendHackers
operations
after
a cyber
never
Before
a websiteto
loads,
our threat
engine will check for and block:
reopen for business. The lost revenue due to downtime, the cash spent
attempting
remediate
the detection
breach
and the reputational damage can really add up.
. Phishing sites that steal information
. Sites that contain malware (ransomware, spyware, viruses)
. Dangerous scripts passed through URL
. Not safe for work websites (user customizable).

Ransomware

Ransomware attacks can shut down all your computers and erase your data, and they're on the increase.
Attacks usually start with a phishing email. The attackers will ask you to pay the ransom in order to give back
your data.
Security Awareness Training

Cyber
attacks
often
take
advantage
of
good
people
who
are
eager
to
help
clie
Ransomware attacks costs smaller companies an average of $713,000 per incident, a combination of the
with
the
ways
criminals
can
take
advantage
of
those
interactions.
Our
training
expense of downtime and lost business due to reputational harm.
topics with modules that include short videos and quizzes to test understand
training portal with customized topics based on their behavior.

Financial Fraud

Risk Monitoring
Increasingly, criminals are able to use compromised systems or information
to directly steal money from
victims. Most commonly, the attacker will pose as one of your clients or suppliers to trick an employee into
Our
platform
automatically
runs
non-intrusive
scans
of
your
systems
to
identi
misdirecting payment.
provide actionable advice. To identify vulnerable users, we'll send simulated p
actions taken. You'll get real-time visibility into both your technology and hum

C A L L

T O

A C T I O N

One of the main goals of the project was to convince the small business owners of the risk that they are exposed to and convince them to act
on it - buy cyber security insurance and use the tools provided by us to protect themselves against cybercriminals.
Because of that, through the report, for each section, a contextual call to action banner has been designed.

Cyberattacks are increasingly complex.
Protecting your company is easy.
Paladin Shield was built from the ground up to protect small companies
against these types of risks.
You can set up your protections in 10 minutes with no IT required.

Book Consultation

Learn More

OOPS!
My Bad!

Employees are a major
for cyber attackers.

Cyber Threats Are Unavoidable. It just takes o
be compromised. Cybercriminals send over 2.5
million websites are infected with dangerous c

It’s a near certainty that your team will enco

Keep sensitive data safe.
Over 75% of data breaches involved weak or reused passwords. That's
why Shield comes with a password manager that allows your team to
easily generate, save, use, and share complex passwords securely.

mage.

g fraudulent emails that look like

Learn about Shield

Patch your system
Book Consultation

steps required to secure your

We could not
locate your
website.
To get a full scan of your
website and advice on how to
improve your configurations,
book a free consultation with
our experts.
Book Consultation

Hackers take advantage of host vulnera
deliver malicious content.
Book a free consultation to learn how

